In vitro evaluation of three electronic apex locators using conventional methods and cone beam computed tomography.
The aim of this paper was to evaluate the measurement accuracy of three electronic apex locators by digital radiography, stereomicroscope and cone beam computed tomography (CBCT). This in vitro experimental analytic-descriptive study included 90 extracted permanent teeth with mature apices from the inter-canine region, divided into three groups. In vitro electronic root canal measurement was utilized using three different apex locators: ProPex Dentsply, Apex NRG Blue and Romi Apex 15A. After digital radiographic imaging and measurements Cone Beam Computer Tomography (CBCT) imaging with voxel edge size 0.125 mm was utilized and finally the apical portion of the root is grounded (5 mm) along its axis to prepare it for stereomicroscopic measurements. The performed test of significance shows that there is no difference between the apex locators and the control length as measured by computed digital radiography (CDR), P-values of the t-tests are all >0.05. The t-tests showed that there is no significant differences between the measurements conducted by stereomicroscope and the measurements results obtained using CBCT; measurements performed by the three apex locators (Propex, NRG-Blue, and Rami Apex), were accurate within 0.5 mm 87%, 93%, and 87% of the time, respectively. The statistical analysis showed no significant differences between the three tested apex locators (P>0.05). Based on the conditions of the present study, it can be concluded that all three apex locators (ProPex Dentsply, Apex NRG Blu and Romi Apex 15A) have demonstrated accurate and dependable measurements performed in vitro conditions.